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Abstract
Following the attack on the World Trade Center on 9/11 volatility of daily returns of the
US stock market rose sharply. This increase in volatility may reflect fundamental
changes in the economic determinants of prices such as expected earnings, interest rates,
real growth and inflation. Alternatively, the increase in volatility may simply reflect the
effects of increased uncertainty in the financial markets. This study therefore sets out to
determine if the effects of the attack on the World Trade Center on 9/11 had a
fundamental or purely financial impact on US real estate returns. In order to do this we
compare pre- and post-9/11 crisis returns for a number of US REIT indexes using an
approach suggested by French and Roll (1986), as extended by Tuluca et al (2003). In
general we find no evidence that the effects of 9/11 had a fundamental effect on REIT
returns. In other words, we find that the effect of the attack on the World Trade Center on
9/11 had only a financial effect on REIT returns and therefore was transitory.
Keywords: 9/11, REITs, fundamental or financial effects

The Impact of 9/11 on REITs: Fundamental or Financial?
Introduction
The volatility of daily returns of the US stock market rose sharply following the
terrorist attack on the World Trade Center. This increase in volatility may reflect
changes in the fundamental economic determinants of stock prices such as expected
earnings, interest rates, real growth and inflation. Alternatively, the increase in
market volatility after the 9/11 terrorist attacks may simply reflect the effects of
increased uncertainty in the financial markets.
For instance, Baen (2003) argues that the terrorist attack added another dimension to
property investment risk in the US that is likely to have serious implications for the
future capital values and net operating income (NOI) to institutional, investmentgrade real estate. Indeed, Kelly (2001) argues that the impact of 9/11 on real estate
markets would be felt across the whole of America. This suggests that the that the
effects of the attack on the World Trade Center are likely to be fundamental and long
lasting for real estate securities.
In contrast, in an analysis of the causes of large daily price changes Kaminsky and
Schmukler (1999) argue that the largest daily changes seem to be driven in part by
herding or an overreaction to bad news. While, Wrolstad and Kreuger (2003) find
that, as expected, when catastrophic events such as the attack on the World Trade
Center, occurs investor risk aversion increases dramatically but that the increase was
only short lived as within a month the market had regained the losses incurred
immediately after the 9/11 events. In other words, the 9/11 attacks had only a
financial impact on real estate security returns and was therefore short lived as the
assessment by investors of the effects of the terrorist action on the economic prospects
of the economy evolved. In support of this view Miller et al (2003) find that there
was no significant increase in vacancy rates in tall and trophy buildings across the
major cities of the US, even though New York showed modest and negative effects on
vacancy rates. While, survey evidence reported by Miller et al (2003) indicated that
the impact on tall and trophy buildings should show little lasting effects, although the
truly famous buildings have suffered as a consequence of 9/11 (Dermisi, 2005).
In order to sort out whether the effects of the attack on the World Trade Center on
9/11 had a fundamental or purely financial impact on US real estate securities we
compare pre- and post-9/11 crisis returns for the US Real Estate Investment Trusts
(REITs) using an approach suggested by French and Roll (1986), as extended by
Tuluca et al (2003). In general, we find evidence that the effects of 9/11 did not have
a fundamental effect on real estate stock prices. In other words, the effect of the
terrorist attack was financial and so transitory.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. The next section discusses the
economic impact of the attack on the World Trade Center had on the US in general
and real estate markets in particular. Section 3 describes the methodology and data
used in this study to test whether the effect of 9/11 on REITs was fundamental or
purely financial. Section 4 reports the empirical findings. The last section concludes
the study.
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The Impact 9/11 on Real Estate Markets
On the morning of Tuesday 11 September 2001, the United States was hit by a set of
unprecedented terrorist attacks, calculated to inflict massive civilian casualties and
damage. Four hijacked commercial jets crashed, into the World Trade Center towers
in Manhattan, which collapsed shortly thereafter, one on the Pentagon in Washington
DC, and the last one in Pennsylvania. Over 3,000 people were killed, including
hundreds of rescue personnel, Lenain et al (2002).
The 9/11 attacks inflicted casualties and material damages on a far greater scale than
any terrorist aggression in recent history. The destruction of physical assets was
estimated in the national accounts to amount to $14billion for private businesses,
$1.5billion for State and local government enterprises and $0.7billion for Federal
government. Rescue, cleanup and related costs have been estimated to amount to at
least $11billion. Lower Manhattan lost approximately 30 per cent of its office space
and scores of businesses disappeared. Close to 200,000 jobs were destroyed or
relocated out of New York City, at least temporarily (DRI-WEFA, 2002).
Beyond the direct property losses of $20-$30 billion, 300 businesses were directly
affected by the attack. Buildings that were destroyed, structurally damaged and nonstructurally damaged buildings or buildings requiring expensive cleaning for asbestos
dust, totalled between 27-29 million square feet, however, this comprised less than
four percent (<4%) of the Manhattan, New York office market (Insignia/ESG, 2001).
When viewed only from the loss of office space from a national and international
standpoint, in absolute terms, the loss was even less significant. Available vacant and
subleaseable space in the area roughly equalled the amount of space destroyed or
damaged, with many companies choosing to relocate in the same office market. For
instance, the local vacancy rate in Manhattan in September 2000 was approximately
25.5 million square feet with additional sublease space expected to be available as
subleaseable/available space due to the failure of dotcom companies to take up space.
However, the impact on the financial markets was swift and pronounced, stock prices
tumbled, spreads between corporate and government bond yields, as well as spreads
between emerging market and US bond index yields widened. Implied volatility as
derived from traded options on stock market indices, government bond prices, shortterm interest rates, exchange rates and commodities spiked upwards. Nonetheless, by
the end of 2001, and not unlike during earlier wartime episodes, equity prices had
bounced back vigorously, in many cases to well above their pre-9/11 levels, spreads
generally narrowed and implied volatility declined significantly (Lenain et al, 2002).
All of which suggests the impact on returns was short lived.
Baen (2003) argues that the terrorist attack added another dimension to property
investment risk in the US and has serious implications for the future value and net
operating income (NOI) to institutional, investment-grade real estate. Kelly (2001)
supports this argument but suggests that the impact of 9/11 would be felt across
America to a greater or lesser extent depending on the economic base of the MSAs.
The author arguing that the impact of 9/11 will have a pronounced effect on the
national economy and so the impact on real estate, in a given area, depends on the
exposure of the MSA to economic cycles. For instance, the author predicted that
tourism cities, such as Las Vegas and Orlando, and high-tech localities, including
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Austin, San Jose, San Diego, will experience an immediate and steep contraction into
2002, with a sharp rebound in 2003. In contrast, some MSAs including Detroit, St.
Louis, Kansas City, and Miami with significant import/export exposure or ties to
manufacturing industries will face a sever and prolonged downturn. In particular,
Kelly (2001) sees New York City facing a long lasting contraction, where the local
economy does not recover to its 2001 level of employment until 2004. However, by
the first quarter of 2002 Insignia\ESG reported that the New York real estate market
was showing signs of recovery following the short recession of 2001.
Baen (2003) also suggests that the reduced demand for real estate due to 9/11 will be
accelerated particularly in the high-rise CBD “trophy” office buildings that could be
possible targets in the US or the world. Indeed, Grant (2000) predicted that landlords
and/or tenants in “Trophy Property” high-rise buildings will be forced to pay much
higher insurance costs (300%) to stay in the central business districts. However,
Miller et al (2003) find that there was no significant increase in vacancy rates in tall
and trophy buildings across the major cities of the US although New York showed
modest and negative effects on vacancy rates. The survey evidence by Miller et al
(2003) indicating that the impact on tall and trophy buildings should show little
lasting effects, although the truly famous buildings have suffered as a consequence of
9/11. Miller et al (2003) also found that sublease activity increased in famous
buildings and since increases in sublease activity leads to increases in vacancy rates
the authors argue that 9/11 had a negative effect on tall and trophy office markets.
This is supported by Dermisi (2005) who finds that in Chicago which contains three
of the four tallest buildings in the US (Sears Tower (first); Aon Center (third) and the
John Hancock Center (fourth)) that although security measures were immediately
heightened in the buildings after the terrorist attacks some tenants still vacated their
office space as a direct consequence of the increased risk, with the terrorist attacks
having a continuing and significant impact on vacancy and sublease vacancy rates in
all three buildings. Additionally, even though gross rental rates have been kept stable,
in an effort to increase demand and lower vacancy levels, the three buildings are still
suffering. Dermisi (2005) concludes that “the psychological and economic effect of
terrorist attacks on tenants of high-rise office buildings and their immediate areas is
significant.”
In summary, the impact of the 9/11 attacks was to severely increase the uncertainty of
returns in financial markets in the US but was in the main short lived. However, the
impact of 9/11 on real estate returns is potentially more damaging and longer lived,
especially for trophy buildings across the US. The following section therefore tries to
quantify the impact of 9/11 on real estate returns to sort out whether the effects were
short or long lasting, i.e. financial or fundamental.
Methodology and Data
The methodology used to determine whether the effects of the 9/11 crisis were
fundamental or purely financial is that suggested by French and Roll (1986). French
and Roll (1986) focused on the sharp drop in the hourly volatility of returns when
exchanges are closed. They noted that if hourly stock return variances were constant
across trading and non-trading periods and if returns are independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.), the variance of weekend returns (i.e., Friday close to Monday
close) would be three times the variance of weekday returns (e.g., Tuesday close to
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Wednesday close). The observed ratio of weekend variances to weekday variances of
only 1.107, rather than 3.0, suggests that prices are much more volatile when markets
are open. French and Roll (1986) hypothesized that the higher volatility during
trading hours results from either information (both public or private) that arrives
primarily when markets are open or noise trading that also occurs only during market
hours.
A major difference between information and noise trading, according to French and
Roll, is that information-based changes in stock prices persist while noise trading
effects (the result of trading errors, miss-pricing, and overreaction) tend to be shortlived and reversed in subsequent periods. Following Perry (1982), French and Roll
discriminate between the effects of information and noise trading on volatility by
comparing daily return variances with the daily variances implied by variances for
longer holding periods.
Tuluca et al (2003) extend this concept and suggest that the effects of information and
noise trading on volatility can be detected by comparing the actual return variances of
any shorter period with the implied variances derived from longer holding period, and
use this idea to test the impact of the Asian crisis on international stock markets by
comparing the actual daily return volatility versus implied daily volatility derived
from monthly data. We follow this approach in the current paper and test the impact
of 9/11 on real estate returns by examining the differences of post- and pre- crisis
variance ratios and interpret an increase in the difference as a fundamental
(informational) effect and a decrease as a purely financial (noise trading) effect.
The study, therefore, needs daily data from the US. However, private real estate data
is only available on a quarterly basis. In contrast, performance in the public market is
easier to measure, since daily share prices are readily available from the National
Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts (NAREIT). The data composed of an
overall REIT index (ALLREITs) and three sub-indexes: (1) Equity REITs (EREITs);
(2) Mortgage REITs (MREITs) and (3) Hybrid REITs (HREITs). Since the event is
on Tuesday 11th September 2001 we chose the following pre- and post-crisis periods:
pre- Monday 13 March 2000 - Monday 10 September 2001 (391 daily prices
corresponding to 390 daily log returns), 18 monthly prices (2nd Monday of the month,
corresponding to 18 log returns): post- Wednesday 12 September 2001 - Wednesday
14 March 2003 (391 daily prices, 390 daily log returns), 18 monthly prices (2nd
Tuesday of the month, corresponding to 18 log returns).
However, in using public market data to represent the performance of real estate a key
question to be faced is whether REITs are a stock or property? It can be argued that
the performance of REITs is ultimately dependent upon the underlying private market
in that the asset values of the companies depend upon the capital value of the real
estate owned, the ability to pay dividends depends upon the NOI from the property
and the ability to trade profitably depends on increases in capital values which, in
turn, depend on rental change and expectations of future growth. As a result, a close
link between the public and private real estate might be expected. Nonetheless, the
return behaviour of REIT returns is, in many ways, more similar to that of other
equities (particularly small cap stocks) than of the underlying private real estate.
Certainly, a number of studies have shown that REIT returns have much closer
contemporaneous correlations with the stock market than with the underlying real
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estate market. Typical coefficients range between 0.65-0.85. Although, more recent
statistical evidence finds that the equity component seems to be consistently shrinking
over time while the sensitivity of REIT returns to the private real estate showed a
significant increase in the 1990s; Gordon and Canter (1999) and Clayton and
MacKinnon (2001). This implies that the behaviour of REIT returns and those of the
private real estate has tended to converge since the early 1990s.
In addition, previous studies demonstrate that once the equity component from REIT
returns is removed, the resulting residual series is much more closely related to
private real estate; see Clayton and MacKinnon (2000), Mueller et al (1994), Liang
and McIntosh (1998), Sanders (1998), Chiang and Lee (2002) among others. This
correlation also rises as longer time periods are analyzed; see Campeau (1994);
Glascock et al (2000); Li and Wang (1995); Okunev et al (1997); Oppenheimer and
Grissom (1998); Liang and Naranjo (1999) and Wilson and Okunev (1996) among
others. Thus over longer periods of time, REITs tend to behave more like property,
even allowing for the presence of a large equity component. These findings suggest
that if we remove the pure equity market component from the REIT returns, the
resulting residual series tends to be highly correlated with direct real estate returns. In
other words, despite their legal standing as public securities, once allowances are
made for the influences of broad stock market effects and differences in the
underlying real estate, REIT returns are more closely tied to the private real estate
than the “raw” data suggests.
Regressing REIT returns on the returns of competing assets the residuals from this
model should represent the real estate component of REIT returns. In our case, we
specify that REIT returns are a function of large cap stock returns, small cap stock
returns, value, growth indexes and bond returns. We estimate this model using
conventional linear regression techniques and then compute the regression residuals.
This residual series contains the real estate component of returns, with the influences
of the stock and bond markets removed. Once this is done we represent the results in
terms of differences of post- and pre- crisis ratios and interpret an increase in the
difference as a fundamental (informational) effect and a decrease as a purely financial
(noise trading) effect. Consequently, we focus on actual daily return volatility versus
implied daily volatility derived from monthly data for the REITs. In other words, if
security price changes result primarily from information changes that persist and if
daily returns are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), the implied daily
variances for a longer holding period, such as a month, would approximate the actual
daily variances within the period. On the other hand, if daily returns reflect noise
trading effects that tend to be short lived and reversed in subsequent periods, the
implied daily variances for the longer period would be smaller than daily variances
within the period. We represent the results in terms of differences of post- and precrisis ratios and interpret an increase in the difference as a fundamental
(informational) effect and a decrease as a purely financial (noise trading) effect.
Results
Columns 1 and 2 of Table 1 present the pre- and post-9/11 crisis variances of daily
returns in the four REIT indexes. Columns 3 and 4 show corresponding variances of
monthly returns (implied daily variances). Column 5 (Post/Pre) shows the ratios of
the post-crisis daily variance (column 2) of returns to the pre-crisis daily variance
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(column 1). A Post/Pre ratio of 1.76 for the ALLREIT market as a whole indicates
that the variance of daily returns rose by 76% following the 9/11 crisis. Variances
rose in two REIT types, EREITS (73%) and MREITs (45%), but fell by 7% for
HREITS. For the four REIT types the average percentage increase in the variance of
daily returns was 47%. We use an F-test of variance equality to assess if variances are
statistically different in the post-pre crisis periods, with all but HREITs showing
significant increases at the 1% level. In other words, 9/11 had a significant impact or
return uncertainty for most REIT security prices except Hybrid REITs (HREITs).
Table 1: Volatility of Actual and Implied Daily Volatility
in US REIT Markets: Pre- and Post-9/11
Daily
Variances

REIT
AllREITs
EREITs
MREITs
HREITs
Average

Monthly
Variances

Daily
Ratio

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5=2/1)
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Post/Pre
0.23
0.41
0.23
0.25
1.76**
0.25
0.43
0.23
0.26
1.73**
0.72
1.04
0.56
0.55
1.45**
0.72
0.67
0.76
0.42
0.93
0.48
0.64
0.45
0.37
1.47
Notes: ** indicates significance at the 1% level

Monthly
Monthly
(Post/Pre
Ratio
Ratio), Daily
(Implied
Implied Versus
Daily
Variances) Actual Variance
(6=4/3)
7=(6-5)/5
Post/Pre
%change
1.07
-39.45
1.11
-36.18
0.97
-33.25
0.55
-40.52
0.92
-37.35

Column 6 (Post/Pre) shows the ratios of post-9/11 to pre-9/11 variances using the
monthly returns from columns 4 and 3, respectively. As with the daily variances,
monthly (implied daily) variances increased following the attack on the World Trade
Centre by more than 7% for ALLREITs and 11% for EREITs, but fell by 3% for
MREITs and 45% for HREITs and by an average 8% overall. Using an F-test to
assess if the monthly variances are statistically different in the post-pre crisis periods,
none of the REIT indexes show a significant increase at the usual levels of
significance. This suggests that the attack on the World Trade Center on 9/11 did not
have a significant impact on the uncertainty on real estate securities in the US in the
long term.
Tuluca et al (2003) argue that the increase in volatility in the post-9/11 period
compared with the pre-9/11 period could result from either a fundamental change, due
to information flows, or noise trading due to increased uncertainly which is transitory.
Therefore, was the effect of the attack on the World Trade Center fundamental or
transitory? In order to answer this question we compare the post-crisis increases in
monthly (implied daily) variances (column 6) versus the post-crisis increases in daily
variances (column 5), the results shown in column 7. As can be readily appreciated
the increase in monthly (implied daily) market volatility for all the REITs indexes was
less than the actual daily variance, the largest decrease by HREITs (40%) and the least
by MREITs (33%) with an average decline of 37%. Thus, we conclude that the effect
of 9/11 on real estate securities in the US was financial and transitory rather than
fundamental and persistent.
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Conclusion
The initial view of the terrorist attacks of 9/11 was that they would have a serious
impact on the economy of the US in general and New York in particular. However,
with hindsight we can see that the US economy was already suffering and the 9/11
attacks did not have a significant effect on economic growth either nationally or in
New York. Nonetheless, commentators argued that the effect of the 9/11 terrorist
attacks could be especially hard for real estate markets as it would raise uncertainty
and so hurt the NOI of institutional investment-grade real estate, which suggests that
the effects of the attack on the World Trade Center could be fundamental and long
lasting for real estate securities. In contrast, others argued that when catastrophic
events, such as the attack on the World Trade Center on 9/11, occurs investor risk
aversion increases dramatically but that the increase is only short lived. This implies
that the 9/11 attacks would have only a financial impact on real estate security returns
and so would be transitory. In other words, the effects of the 9/11 attacks on real
estate securities could be either financial and persistent or fundamental and transitory.
In order to discriminate between fundamental and financial affects of major events,
such as 9/11, on real estate security prices we adopt the approach suggested by French
and Roll (1986), as extended by Tuluca et al (2003), using data from the post- and
pre- crisis period for a number of REIT indexes In particular, we examine the
variance ratios of daily and monthly data and interpret an increase in the difference as
a fundamental (informational) effect and a decrease as a purely financial (noise
trading) effect. In general, we find that the greatest increases in volatility were at
the daily, rather than monthly, frequencies which suggests that much of the
increased volatility following the 9/11 crisis reflected noise trading effects rather
than any fundamental impact on future capital values or expected earnings of US
real estate securities. Thus we conclude the impact of 9/11 on US real estate
securities was financial and transitory, rather than fundamental and persistent.
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